
Skoll Flight 3 

Here are the videos: 

•Launcher camera (wide angle on Chris' launch):  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/19355107572/in/dateposted-public/ 

•Truck camera:  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/19365218611/in/dateposted-public/ 

•Flutter camera (edited through the completion of the surface doublets. You'll notice you can clearly see 

surfaces L2, L3, and L4 during the 3-2-1-1 pitch and roll excitation sets):  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/19355187072/in/album-72157648622897678/ 

 

The goal for this flight was to conduct three tests during the available straight leg passes: 1. to conduct 

3-2-1-1 excitations on pitch surfaces, 2. to conduct 3-2-1-1 excitations on roll surfaces, and 3. to test a 

theta ref doublet with a higher gain control law to evaluate performance of the higher gains. 

 

We got an abundance of useful information from this flight, so I'll step through it from a preliminary 

analysis standpoint. First, about 3 seconds after launch the pilot engages the pitch and roll tracking and 

autothrottle. The pitch and roll track off the pilot sticks and throttle tracks 23 m/s. During the climb out 

we're seeing about a 620 ft/min climb rate at 80% throttle while holding the 23 m/s speed, figure 1. 

 

Next, after the pilot turns and lines up for a straight leg pass, the pitch 3-2-1-1 excitations are engaged. 

We see the airspeed quickly settle at the commanded 20 m/s, figure 2. There are 8 total excitations, first 

L1/R1 are excited symmetrically without much (any) noticeable effect on pitch rate. Then the ganged 

L3/R3 and L4/R4 followed by L3/R3 and L4/R4. This sequence ran through 2 times and the data looks 

really nice. Figure 3 shows the entire sequence and figure 4 is zoomed around the first ganged 

excitation. Note that I'm plotting the total surface commands which include the pilot commands on 

theta and roll, but he seems very out of the loop. The signal pitch_cmd_excite would be just the sys id 

excitation. 

 

Next, the pilot turned and lined up for another straight leg pass, engaging roll 3-2-1-1 excitations. Similar 

to pitch, we see the airspeed settle in to 20 m/s quickly, figure 5. There are 8 total excitations, first 

L1/R1 are excited anti-symmetrically and actually produce some roll rate. The ganged L2/R2 and L4/R4 

are next followed by L2/R2 and L4/R4. This sequence ran through 2 times and the data looks really nice. 

Figure 6 shows the entire sequence and figure 7is zoomed around the first ganged excitation. Similar to 

pitch, I'm plotting total surface commands and the pilot seems very out of the loop. The signal 

roll_cmd_excite would be just the sys id excitation. 



The next pass was a doublet on theta command to test some high gain pitch tracking control laws. The 

theta started a little off the reference, from where the pilot previously had it setting up for the 

maneuver, but the tracking looks good, figure 8. 

 

During the first set of pitch excitations, following the 180 degree turn, we lost our GPS satellites, and our 

EKF filtered signals drift significantly, figure 9. When we engaged the vertical velocity tracker (our auto 

approach), the control law commands pitch up to its limit of 20 degrees while tracking the drifted signal. 

The autothrottle went to 100% and we gain a lot of altitude while slowly approaching stall. We find a 

sharp stall break around 10 m/s, but the pitch starts oscillating below 15 m/s.  

 

From a battery standpoint we get two circuits around the field at this 20 - 23 m/s speed regime and 3 

straight line segments. For the higher speeds, we'll need to plan for shorter flight durations consisting of 

1.5 to 1 straight line segments. 


